Testing informative missingness in genetic studies using case-parent triads.
In genetic studies, the transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT) using case-parent triads has gained popularity attributable to its robustness to population admixture. Several extensions have been proposed to accommodate incomplete triads. Some strategies assume that parental genotypes are missing completely at random (MCAR) to insure an unbiased conclusion and some methods allow parental genotypes to be missing informatively, resulting in reduced power when the missing data pattern is indeed MCAR. However, these tests assumed that offspring genotypes were MCAR. Recently, Guo indicated that when offspring genotypes were missing informatively, an occurrence that can be considered as ascertainment bias, inflated type-I error and/or reduced power may occur using the TDT when incomplete triads are excluded. In an effort to avoid an erroneous conclusion, we propose a strategy called testing informative missingness (TIM) that compares conditional distributions of parental genotypes among complete triads and incomplete data with only one parent to examine the missing data pattern. Through computer simulations, TIM has decent power to detect informative missingness and is robust to population admixture. In addition, we illustrate TIM with an application to the Framingham Heart Study.